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The author of Fast Fun & Easy Fabric Bowls shares how to make beautiful containers out of
fabric with these 15 easy projects.Organize every room in your home with decorative fabric
bowls, boxes, and vases! With 15 projects you can easily make in a day, best-selling author
Linda Johansen teaches you to sew sturdy fabric containers of all shapes and sizes to corral
your odds and ends. Each pattern includes stylish variations and embellishments ranging from
artistic to playful. Ideal for gift giving and displaying treasured fabrics, these handpicked projects
are perfect to make, use, and share. We bet you can’t stop at just one!• 15 addictive projects,
plus variations and embellishments to make them your own• Organize every room in the house!
Containers of all shapes and sizes to get you sewing• Time-tested patterns from bestselling
author Linda Johansen
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introductionIwas either born with, or trained to have, an insatiable curiosity. I started making
fabric bowls after seeing a student’s bowl during a class. I have had so much fun with the instant
gratification of making fabric bowls, as well as the artistic side of combining fabrics and threads
and shaping a bowl to fit my mood at the time. I use the bowls throughout my house as functional
art on tables and counters—holding treasures, candles, and food. As I played with making fabric
bowls and taught others how to make them, more possibilities kept popping into my head. It was
a natural progression to leap from fabric bowls to fabric boxes. Just seeing leftover food in a
paper takeout box was enough to inspire me to design the To-Go Box! Plus, the boxes are so
easy that you can make one in a day and still have time to “really” quilt!I strongly believe that part
of our purpose here on earth is to create beauty. When I can combine beauty with function, the
results are deeply satisfying for me. My goal with my first books, the Fast, Fun & Easy series in
the 2000s, was to help others bring the beauty of fabric into their decor. I am thrilled to revitalize
that goal by using new fabrics to share the beauty of my favorite fabric container designs with a
brand-new audience.Through all my books, I have had the joy of working with a small group of
dedicated fiber artists. You will see some of their work throughout the book. These women took
my written instructions and then experimented with a bunch of new ideas. If you’re trying out
these bowls, boxes, and vases for the first time, or even if you’re a pro, I really encourage you to



gather a group of friends around you who enjoy fabric arts. You can challenge each other, and
the brainstorming that can happen will elevate your work far beyond what you could imagine.
The ideas for variations just kept coming, which is why we felt now was a good time to
reintroduce our favorite bowls so that you can adapt them to your own style!I don’t expect you to
always follow the directions. They are here as guidelines—to help you make that first box (or two,
or three) and see how it all works. You can mix and match the techniques in the book however
you like.Read through All the Basics to get an overview of the materials and techniques. Then,
try your hand at some of the simpler bowls, boxes, and vases that start off each section. After
you feel comfortable and confident, mix and match the instructions and embellish to your heart’s
content.I hope you will enjoy making these bowls, boxes, and vases as much as I have over the
years. And when you’re finished, I’d love to see pictures! Please post photos of your finished
projects on Instagram using #FabricBowlsBoxesVases.I can’t wait to see your variations!Never
stop creating!all the basicsHere’s a handy guide on choosing materials and supplies and
learning basic techniques. Give it a quick read; then refer back here whenever you need some
extra help.MATERIALS AND SUPPLIESAll the projects call for “basic supplies.” This shorthand
phrase refers to items you probably already own for marking, cutting, pressing, and stitching. For
cutting, you’ll need rotary cutting tools and scissors; for pressing, you’ll need an iron, ironing
surface, and products to protect both of these from the fusible web. For stitching, you’ll need a
sewing machine with presser feet and sewing machine needles—and a seam ripper, just in case!
FABRICChoose a good-quality 100% cotton fabric that you just love. Your project will last longer,
and it will be easier to sew. Once you are familiar with the techniques, be brave and play with
other fabric choices. If you are using a directional fabric or fussy cutting to highlight a motif, you
may need to cut larger pieces.Some fabric and thread combinationsINTERFACINGFabric
containers need something sturdy inside the layers to be able to hold their shape. Experiment
with different interfacing options to find the look and feel you want for your projects. You want the
material to be light, to hold its shape, to be able to take the heat of an iron, and to be washable.
All the projects in this book are designed to be made with fast2fuse, Timtex, or canvas (see
Resources). If a project calls for one of these three types of interfacing, you can easily switch it
out for one of the other two. If you are substituting a completely different type of interfacing,
make sure that it is 22˝ wide so that it matches the instructions.All these stabilizers can be
quilted if you want to embellish your bowl, box, or vase.fast2fusefast2fuse Double-Sided Fusible
Stiff Interfacing (by C&T Publishing; available in Light, Medium, and Heavy) is a stiff interfacing
with the fusible already on both sides. This interfacing really simplifies the preparation and can
be used in any project in this book, even projects that call for canvas or Timtex.If you are using
fast2fuse in a project that calls for canvas or Timtex, do not purchase any fusible web, and omit
the steps for fusing the web onto fabric and interfacing. Instead, fuse the fabric to both sides of
the fast2fuse, using its precoated fusible. It works best if your fabric has been prewashed.The
fast2fuse Heavy works best on shapes with straight sides, while the medium weight works best
on shapes with curved sides. At half the weight of fast2fuse Heavy, fast2fuse Light is probably



not stiff enough for most of the projects in this book; however, it is an option if you want to
experiment with creating lighter finished projects (such as for some of the bowls).TimtexTimtex
(by C&T Publishing) is ⅛˝-thick interfacing made of rayon and polyester, and it is about the same
stiffness as fast2fuse Heavy. The main difference is that Timtex does not come coated with
fusible. You must use a fusible web to adhere the fabric to the Timtex for the projects. Simply iron
fusible web to your fabric before fusing it to the Timtex, and then follow the project
directions.Timtex holds its shape very well. Projects made with it can be washed and shaped
with steam pressing. Because this stabilizer is so thick, you won’t need any extra stitching to add
firmness to your project.CanvasI like to use a 10-ounce cotton duck for my canvas interfacing.
Two layers of it give me a sturdier surface to work with and plenty of stiffness to hold the shape.
Denim and other canvas will work as well. Do not prewash. If the fabric has been washed, you
might want to apply a bit of starch to the side you are not fusing onto. Also, be sure your chosen
canvas is 100% cotton—otherwise the fusible may not stick to it, and the fibers may melt under
the iron. When using canvas as an interfacing, it’s best to add dense lines of machine stitching to
make the sides of the project firmer.It can be helpful to secure the canvas to your fabric pieces
with a temporary fabric adhesive or basting spray.THREADSI recommend using either cotton or
polyester thread. Choose a good-quality cotton or polyester thread, as some threads break
easily with so much heavy stitching. I use Isacord or Mettler Polysheen for their strength and
sheen. For satin stitch, decorative stitches, or free-motion stitching, loosen your machine’s top
tension to about 2.5 and use a top-stitch needle. Once you have made a couple of projects, play
with some variegated and decorative threads.tipTHREAD TROUBLE?If you are having trouble
with your threads, follow these steps:1.Rethread the top thread, and then the bobbin thread.2.Be
sure the bobbin is in all the way. If your bobbin case has a finger with a hole in the end, try
threading through the hole.3.Change the needle—be sure it’s a topstitch needle.4.Lower the
tension on the top thread.If the thread still isn’t doing what you want, change the thread. Don’t
spend your time fighting it. Use the same thread in the top and bobbin. That way, you won’t have
to be quite as precise with your tension.FUSIBLE WEBIf using Timtex or canvas, you will need to
use a fusible web to fuse it to the fabric. You can use any fusible that holds the layers together
permanently and easily; however, a heavyweight fusible may be difficult to sew and may gum up
the needle. I recommend and use Pellon Wonder-Under.tipMADE A MISTAKE?Cover it up! Use
fusible web and a scrap of fabric to cover up any mistakes. Instead of a mistake, you’ll have a
beautiful embellishment! No one will ever know. …CORDINGFor a nice finished look, I use
cording or string around the edges of the bowls. It allows the thread to cover the edge more
easily, and I find it takes less time and thread. Use a 1/16˝ polyester cording (made for clothing
and pillow piping), a lightweight cotton knitting yarn, a heavyweight crochet thread such as
Speed-Cro-Sheen (by Coats & Clark), household string, or whatever you find that works for you.
You want the cording to be about the same thickness as your bowl sandwich when you are ready
to finish the edge. Avoid cording with fuzzy fibers—that’s what you’re trying to cover! (See Using
Cording, for instructions on how to apply it.)Craft and fabric stores carry some beautiful



decorative cording and yarns that can negate the need for satin stitching. The best I’ve found is
⅛˝ rattail cording (see Resources).Cording will make those edges nice and smooth and
strong.SEWING MACHINEA good, basic sewing machine that can make a straight stitch and a
zigzag stitch and that uses a darning foot is all you need to make any projects in the book.
Before you start any project, make sure your machine can stitch through two layers of your
chosen interfacing (pages 5 and 6) and four layers of your fabric.A satin stitch is just a shortened
zigzag stitch.Sewing Machine NeedlesYou will want a sharp needle for sewing through the
layers of fabrics, fusible web, and stiff interfacing. Topstitch 80/12 or 90/14 needles work best for
me and make the project go much easier. They have a wider hole and deeper slot up the back to
protect the thread as it goes through the fabrics. Choose the larger size for heavier
layers.Sewing Machine FeetYou will want an open-toe embroidery foot and a darning foot. I use
an open-toe foot for all the surface stitching and the satin stitching. It has space on the
underside of the foot to allow for bulky stitching, and I can always see what the needle and
thread are doing. The darning foot is used for decorative or free-motion stitching as directed in
the projects.SCISSORSI keep three pairs of scissors handy: a small pair for clipping inside
corners and snipping threads, cutting shears for the project pieces, and double-curved, duck-
billed embroidery scissors for the final cleanup along the edges of the pieces. Whichever
scissors you use, make sure they are sharp.IRONING BOARD PROTECTIVE SHEETSUse a
protective sheet to keep your ironing board free of stray fusible web that might adhere to the
outside of your projects. Keep the protective sheet under the fabric and fusible. I like to use June
Tailor or Clotilde pressing sheets, or C&T Publishing’s Silicone Release Paper. I also use a piece
of white muslin to cover my ironing board.ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES FOR VASESWeightsMost of
the vases will be much more stable with some sort of weight in the bottom. There are many
things you can use for this—popcorn kernels, fishing weights, pie weights, nuts and bolts, small
stones, floral marbles, curtain weights, or floral frogs are just a few.BalloonsYou can use
balloons to round out the vases while you steam iron them to shape. Have several sizes of sturdy
round balloons on hand. (You can reuse these balloons.)BASIC TECHNIQUESCUTTINGYou
can do much of the cutting with a rotary cutter, slicing through all the layers at once. However,
cutting darts, snipping threads, trimming the edges of a base that’s stitched down, or neatening
up the edges of a bowl—all these call for cutting with scissors.PRESSING AND FUSINGIron
your fabrics smooth before you use them in a bowl, and follow the manufacturer’s instructions for
the fusible web you are using. When applying fusible web, avoid getting the adhesive on your
iron or ironing surface by using a pressing cloth or Teflon sheet (see Resources).tipIf using
Timtex or canvas, always iron the fusible web to the fabric first, and then fuse the fabric onto the
Timtex or canvas. Because the fabric is thinner than Timtex or canvas, more of the iron’s heat will
penetrate it, which means it will fuse better.STITCHINGThe purpose of the stitching (all by
machine!) is to join edges, add stability to the sides of the bowl, and provide a design element.
You will want the most balanced stitches you can achieve—stitches that look neat and even from
both sides of your reversible bowl.Check your stitching for correct thread tension every time you



change from straight stitch to zigzag stitch or other decorative stitches. For a bowl with
overlapped darts, make sure your machine can sew neatly through a double thickness of the
textile sandwich.LockstitchesTo start and end off any satin stitches that won’t be caught in
subsequent lines of stitches, set your machine for the tiniest straight stitch—close to zero (0).
Take a few stitches right alongside previous stitches. Clip the thread ends close to the
surface.Decorative StitchingContrasting thread can really add excitement to a bowl. Machine
stitch a pattern of stars, a grid, or continuous concentric shapes on the base. If you enjoy free-
motion quilting, or your machine does some fancy stitches, consider using a more interesting
pattern. While decorative stitching can be added to the bowl at any time, it is easier to do—
especially on the base—while the bowl is still flat. I add decorative stitching to the rim after I sew
the darts.USING CORDINGUse a cording that is slightly thinner than or the same thickness as
the sandwich of fabric and interfacing layers. I like cotton cording, because it takes a colored pen
better when the stitching doesn’t quite cover it and I have to fill in with a pen!Sew the cording
with a zigzag stitch; then do the satin stitching as a separate step. You will not save time by trying
to do it all at once. (I know from experience!)1. Set the zigzag stitch for a 1.5 length, and keep it
wide enough to catch the edge of your project and cover the cording (approximately
4.0 width).2. Lay the cording right next to the raw edge. Hold the end of the cording behind the
presser foot, and do a few zigzag stitches to hold the cording in place. Then, zigzag stitch the
cording around the whole piece. Twist the cording as you sew to keep it tight.Stitching cording
around the edges uses less time and thread.Move the cording under the bowl on inside corners
or curves.tipIf the piece you are sewing has inside corners, as you sew up to the corner pull the
cording under the sandwich so that you can stitch clear to the corner (or curve). Stop with the
needle down, just outside the cording at the corner. Pull the cording out from under the
sandwich, and turn the sandwich so that the cording is again along the edge. Continue zigzag
stitching.3. Clip the cording very close to the beginning stitching.4. Sew right up to the start of
the cording, and finish with more stitching in place to hold the end.Trim the beginning and end of
the cording so that no lump forms when satin stitching.5. Once the cording is attached, satin
stitch over the cording all the way around the project. Be sure your stitch is wide enough to catch
the edge and cover the cording completely (approximately 4.0–4.5 width).6. Set your sewing
machine to a very fine (0.5 stitch length) straight stitch, and take a few stitches along the inside
edge of the satin stitching to anchor the stitches. Then trim the thread ends closely.MAKING
CIRCLESTo make big circles, use one of the following methods:Method 1: Use compass points
and a 1˝ × 12½˝ rotary ruler. Set the pencil point for half the diameter of the circle you want (a
6˝ setting makes a 12˝ circle).Use compass points to draw your circle; then cut it with scissors or
a rotary cutter.Method 2: Use a plate and a compass to extend the circle. Set the compass for
half the extra distance you want for the whole circle (a 10˝ plate would need an additional 1˝ on
the compass to make a 12˝ circle).Extend the circle width using a compass.Method 3: Use a
larger round template from around your home and trace around it.To make small circles, do the
following:Use a circle cutter or circle template, or set a school compass for half the diameter you



need and draw the circle.Troubleshooting TipsPROBLEM:I don’t like the way the base of my
bowl looks.Solution: At any point (even if the rest of the bowl is finished) you can cut a new base,
back the fabric with fusible web, and iron it over the existing base. Choose a different fabric, or
cover stitching that didn’t work. Finish the edges with satin stitching.PROBLEM:I made a
mistake cutting the dart.Solutions: Try one of these suggestions.A.Rip it out and redo it, making
more or less of an overlap.B.Trim the overlapped dart before you sew the second side.C.If
you’ve removed a dart, consider sewing a narrower dart back into the bowl.
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SLS, “Lots of Variety in Style, Design, & Skill Level; The Boxes & Vases Totally Smack Down The
Bowls. Remember when the first wave of fusibles had us all making bowls and rediscovering the
zigzag stitch? Remember how, um ... er ... _dorky_ some of them looked? Projects meant to be
nifty handmade gifts caused more embarrassment than pride ... and yet another store-bought
present for someone special.You might want to relive, revisit, and redeem all this with Linda
Johansen's Favorite Fabric Bowls, Boxes, & Vases. The "Bowls" section is still the weakest link
here. However, if you've never done this sort of 3D crafting, it's a great way to learn fundamental
concepts. The most important being that the variety of fusibles and interfacings you'll need to
invest in can be a shock to your budget system. Johansen provides excellent instructions. Just
be careful to buy the right supplies in the right amounts. I have actually taken a book I was trying
to figure out with me to my specialty fabric store. They knew exactly what stiffness my fusibles
needed to be and if they needed to be fusible on 1 side, 2 sides, or not at all.(I had a bit of a
revelation while glummly looking at the bowls, wondering why they just do not thrill me. I mean
this with no sarcasm or disrespect, but they could instead make for some really fascinating wall
art. )The sections on "Boxes" and "Vases" is where this book really shines. Your choice of fabric
or fabric combinations will make all the difference in making it uniquely yours. The "Hexagon
Box" comes in both small and large sizes; it also eliminates any chance of that dorky handmade
look. The "Treasure Box" has a few variations that set it apart from a clunky recipe file box. And
there is the requisite "To-Go Box", but it has 2 neat variations I won't spoil here.Now, the Vases.
Oy. Wow.there is a small and large "Ginger Jar" that is extraordinary and a 1-sized "Classic
Vase", which is exactly that. Their construction is fascinating and a little tricky.All of the projects
are quite doable, though some seem much more difficult than others. Using fusibles and a stitch
you're not used to using could very well result in something unrecognizable to your bff, mother,
or even yourself. It's a method that requires a new way of constructing and manipulating
fabric.And there is a rather pricey learning curve. Here are some things you'll be needing. Be
sure to check out prices on some of these items to see what I mean:22-inch fusible interfacing
(fast2fuse double-sided in light, medium, heavy)Timetex (which is not a fusible)Canvas 10-
ounce cotton duckPellon Wonder-Under (as a fusible web)Isacord or Mettler Polysheen threads
in a wide variety of colorsA healthy supply of sharp topstitch needles 80/12, 90/14,
90/16Clearview Triangle Rulers: Equilateral 60-degree (or template made from provided
triangle)Quilter's 6"x12.5" Cutting RulerQuilter's 15" square rulerQuilter's ruler at least 18" long
with 45-degree markingsRotary cutterOpen-toe embroidery footDarning footPressing sheets to
keep your iron and ironing board free of fusible gumminessPie Weights (or something similar to
keep your vase stable)Balloons - yup. These give the vases their rounded shape.Cording -
1/16th poly cord, heavyweight Speed-Cro-Sheen, 1/8th-inch rattailA macine that can handle 4
layers of fabric and 2 layers of interfacingA Compass for extending circle templatesBasting
Spray, including temporary varietyPaper, tracing paper, or plastic sheets for patterns/



templatesPermanent markers to cover up any spaces in stitching or to hide unwanted visible
threads or cordsSteam ironEmbellishments (ribbons, buttons, yarns)”

2trqt, “Directions and price. Great book. I’ve not been making any of the projects, but it seems
easy to follow the instructions.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Hard to translate patterns to Kindle.. I just wish I had purchased the
paperback rather than the Kindle edition.  The patterns don't work the same via Kindle.”

Sandra K. Mann, “Good book. It had good information on how to make the fabric bowls”

Sharon L., “Five Stars. Haven't made anything yet but plan too.  Really cute bowls.”

Linda, “Five Stars. Very easy to follow. Inspires ideas, great craft to vive as gifts or sell.”

Anne-Marie Morrissey, “Five Stars. I'm working on these!”

Caroline Kalokerinos, “Five Stars. putting lovely decore around the house.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good fun to make. Bought this book as I have to make a 3D item for a
City & Guilds course and found it very interesting. The images are clear and it gives good
technical advice. I have enjoyed sampling pieces following the instructions from this book as this
is something I have never tried before.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Thank you”

The book by Linda Johansen has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 41 people have provided feedback.
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